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LLVM Loop Vectorizer

- Auto Loop Vectorization is one of the essential transformations targeted for performance.

- Control flow inside the loop makes the transformation challenging.

- Compilers can perform if-conversion or code flattening to vectorize such loops.

- LLVM vectorizer is sophisticated enough to vectorize complex control flow inside loops.

- However, there are certain cases which require additional handling to vectorize them.

```c
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    if (Cond)
        c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
}

int j = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    if (Cond)
        c[j++] = a[i] + b[i];
}
```
Flattened vectorized code

- Vectorized instructions based on conditional mask.
- Operations for each vector lane based on this mask.
- Load/Stores may or may not be contiguous.

```c
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    if (Cond)
        c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
}
```

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mask</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
Compressing Store Pattern

- Vectorized instructions based on conditional mask.
- Operations for each vector lane based on this mask.
- Stores to a memory location are contiguous, source to these stores may or may not.
- Spread data gathered in a contiguous location, thus ‘compressing’ pattern.

```c
int j = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    if (Cond)
        c[j++] = a[i] + b[i];
}
```

```
a  0  1  2  3  
+  +  +  +  
b  0  1  2  3  
mask 0 1 0 1  
c  2 6  
```
Legality

- Predicated Induction Variable j is being modified at multiple places.

- The stores to destination array (c) may not be contiguous.

- Predicated Induction Variable j being used in scalar/vector operation or load/store index.

- Unable to predict its value, apart from the compressing store.
Legality

- Multiple stores with Predicated Induction Variable, but with the same predicate mask.

- Other standard legalities such as dependences/memory safety also apply.

- Additionally, the target should support compressing store vector instructions and popcount instructions.

```c
int j = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    if (Cond1) {
        c[j] = a[i] + b[i];
        d[j] = a[i] - b[i];
        j++;
    }
}
```
Enabling LLVM Vectorizer for the Pattern

1. Recognize the PHI as Predicated Induction PHI (Loop Vectorization Legality):

   LV: Not vectorizing: Found an unidentified PHI

   PHI  %j.014 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %j.1, %for.inc ]

2. Get SCEV under the assumption:

   %i.015 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %inc8, %for.inc ]
   -->(0,+1)<nuw<nsw>%for.body> U: [0,1000) S: [0,1000)

   %j.014 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %j.1, %for.inc ]
   -->%j.014 U: full-set S: full-set
Enabling LLVM Vectorizer for the Pattern

for.body: ; preds = %entry, %for.inc

%1.015 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %inc8, %for.inc ]
%j.014 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %j.1, %for.inc ]
%idxprom = zext i32 %i.015 to i64
%arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %a, i64 %idxprom
%0 = load i32, ptr %arrayidx, align 4, !tbaa !5
%cmp1 = icmp sgt i32 %0, 0
br i1 %cmp1, label %if.then, label %for.inc

if.then: ; preds = %for.body

%arrayidx5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %b, i64 %idxprom
%1 = load i32, ptr %arrayidx5, align 4, !tbaa !5
%add = add nsw i32 %1, %0
%inc = add nsw i32 %j.014, 1
%idxprom6 = sext i32 %j.014 to i64
%arrayidx7 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %c, i64 %idxprom6
store i32 %add, ptr %arrayidx7, align 4, !tbaa !5
br label %for.inc

for.inc: ; preds = %for.body, %if.then

%j.1 = phi i32 [ %inc, %if.then ], [ %j.014, %for.body ]
%inc8 = add nsw nsw i32 %i.015, 1
%cmp = icmp ult i32 %i.015, 999
br il %cmp, label %for.body, label %for.cond.cleanup, !llvm.loop !9

3. Categorize the store with Predicated Induction as Compressing Store:
   - Let Recipes of VPlan know NOT to widen this store but generate @llvm.masked.compressstore.vXXX intrinsic
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for.body: ; preds = %entry, %for.inc

%1.015 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %inc8, %for.inc ]
%j.014 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %j.1, %for.inc ]
%idxprom = zext i32 %i.015 to i64
%arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %a, i64 %idxprom
%0 = load i32, ptr %arrayidx, align 4, !tbaa !5
%cmp1 = icmp sgt i32 %0, 0
br i1 %cmp1, label %if.then, label %for.inc

if.then: ; preds = %for.body

%arrayidx5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %b, i64 %idxprom
%1 = load i32, ptr %arrayidx5, align 4, !tbaa !5
%add = add nsw i32 %1, %0
%inc = add nsw i32 %j.014, 1
%idxprom6 = sext i32 %j.014 to i64
%arrayidx7 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %c, i64 %idxprom6
store i32 %add, ptr %arrayidx7, align 4, !tbaa !5
br label %for.inc

for.inc: ; preds = %for.body, %if.then

%j.1 = phi i32 [ %inc, %if.then ], [ %j.014, %for.body ]
%inc8 = add nsw nsw i32 %i.015, 1
%cmp = icmp ult i32 %i.015, 999
br i1 %cmp, label %for.body, label %for.cond.cleanup, !llvm.loop !9

4. Mark the latch PHI for the Predicated Induction Variable as scalar:
   • The BLEND VPlan recipe vectorizes such PHIs by default
   • Alternatively, get rid of this PHI (next…)
VPlan

for.body: ; preds = %entry, %for.inc
%1.015 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %inc8, %for.inc ]
%j.014 = phi i32 [ 0, %entry ], [ %j.1, %for.inc ]
%idxprom = zext i32 %1.015 to i64
%arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %a, i64 %idxprom
%0 = load i32, ptr %arrayidx, align 4, !tbaa !5
%cmlp = icmp sgt i32 %0, 0
br il %cmlp, label %if.then, label %for.inc

if.then: ; preds = %for.body
%arrayidx5 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %b, i64 %idxprom
%1 = load i32, ptr %arrayidx5, align 4, !tbaa !5
%add = add nsw i32 %1, %0
%inc = add nsw i32 %j.014, 1
%idxprom6 = sext i32 %j.014 to i64
%arrayidx7 = getelementptr inbounds i32, ptr %c, i64 %idxprom6
store i32 %add, ptr %arrayidx7, align 4, !tbaa !5
br label %for.inc

for.inc: ; preds = %for.body, %if.then
%j.1 = phi i32 [ %inc, %if.then ], [ %j.014, %for.body ]
%inc8 = add nsw nsw i32 %1.015, 1
%cmp = icmp ult i32 %1.015, 999
br il %cmp, label %for.body, label %for.cond.cleanup, !llvm.loop !9
Costing and Recipes

```c
// x1 vector loop: {
vector.body:
    EMIT vp<%2> = CANONICAL-INDUCTION
    CLONE ir<%j.014> = FRED-INDUCTION
    vp<%4> = SCALAR-STEPS vp<%2>, ir<1>
    CLONE ir<%idxprom> = zext vp<%4>
    CLONE ir<%arrayidx> = getelementptr ir<%a>, ir<%idxprom>
    WIDEN ir<%0> = load ir<%arrayidx>
    WIDEN ir<%cmp1> = icmp sgt ir<%0>, ir<0>
    CLONE ir<%arrayidx5> = getelementptr ir<%b>, ir<%idxprom>
    WIDEN ir<%1> = load ir<%arrayidx5>, ir<%cmp1>
    WIDEN ir<%add> = add ir<%1>, ir<%0>
    EMIT vp<%12> = call POPCNT ir<%cmp1>
    EMIT ir<%inc> = add ir<%j.014> vp<%12>
    CLONE ir<%idxprom6> = sext ir<%j.014>
    CLONE ir<%arrayidx7> = getelementptr ir<%c>, ir<%idxprom6>
    WIDEN store ir<%arrayidx7>, ir<%add>, ir<%cmp1>
    EMIT ir<%i.015> = VF * UF +(nuw) vp<%2>
    EMIT branch-on-count ir<%i.015> vp<%1>
    No successors
}
```

- **Additional cost of the POPCNT intrinsic:**
  - Cost of @llvm.ctpop.iX intrinsic call through getVectorIntrinsicCost

- **Cost of widening store instruction replaced by:**
  - Cost of @llvm.masked.compressstore.vXXX call through getVectorIntrinsicCost

- **New Recipes:**
  - New recipe for the Predicated Induction PHI: VPWidenIntPredInductionRecipe
  - EMIT POPCNT handled by VPInstruction, no new recipe
Future Work

• Similar approach can be taken to enable the vectorization for Expanding Loads Pattern.
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